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Rookery teamed by Chris Birch came up the rail in the mud to win the 1988 President’s Pace at Scarborough Downs.
Eighty four year old active trainer, Everett Rackliff presents the impressive trophy.
ROOKERY UPSETS IN PRESIDENT'S PACE AT SCARBOROUGH J0HNS0N
Rookery (Raven Hanover-Hildene 
Hanover) driven by Chris Birch, made 
a well-timed move at the top of the 
stretch to edge Michael’s All Star and 
Play The Palace and score a major 
upset in the tenth annual President’s 
Pace at Scarborough Downs.
The Maryland invander, rated as one 
of the top Invite pacers at Freestate, 
was overlooked by the crowd, who 
instead concentrated their attention on 
Ramblin Storm, the 1:50.1 pacer from 
the Meadowlands, and Savage Breeze, 
Yonkers’ top Open pacer. Neither of 
these horses would see the lead,
however, as Walter Case, Jr. hustled 
Michael’s All Star into command past 
the quarter in 27.4 seconds. This caught 
Savage Breeze on the outside, where 
Ramblin Storm and Michel LaChance 
followed, allowing Birch to slip Rookery 
in on the rail ahead of Play The Palace. 
Michael’s All Star retained the lead 
past the half in 57.1 (an incredible time 
considering the track conditions), and 
electrified the crowds he began to pull 
away from the field pat three-quarters 
in 1:27.4.
At that point, however, Birch’s 
gamble to stay on the rail instead of
following Ramblin Storm three-wide 
paid off, and, under slight urging, 
Rookery steadily gained ground around 
the final turn. He was on even terms 
with the local horse at the top of the 
stretch, and flashed into command at 
mid-stretch, holding off a late challenge 
from Play The Plaace to complete 
theupset. Michael’s A1 Star held third, 
while Mr. White Sox, Stonebridge Skip­
per, Ramblin Storm, and Savage Breeze 
completed the field. Rookery returned 
$54.80 to win, bringing to mind 
memories of another President’s Pace 
(1980), which, also contested over an off
track, resulted in the other big Presi­
dent’s Pace upset. In that one, Jet Lite 
bested the other two winners of the first 
four President’s Paces (Cheviot and My 
Bill Forwood) in a 2:01 win. The 
Raymond Smith entry returned some 
$46.20 to win.
The crowd, in excess of 4000, pushed 
some $405,405 through the mutuel win­
dows, making President’s Pace Day 
1988 the second-biggest day in Downs 
history. The day’s co-feature saw Tohoe 
Lobell continue his dominance of the top 
winners/over class with a 2:00 win by 
open lengths.
IMPORTANT DATES & UPCOMING EVENTS
Sept. 13 — New England Sulky Championships Eliminations at Scarborough 
St,*. . 13 — Maine Harness Race Commission meets in Augusta 
Sept. 15 — Rochester Fair opener featuring Bucky Day Memorial Pace 
Sept. 16 — Ted Langdel Memorial - Rochester Fair
Sept. 16 — New England Sulky Championship Finals - Scarborough Downs
Sept. 18 — Tri-Fair-Classics opener at the Farmington Fair - three days
Sept. 18 — Bert Beckwith Memorial - Driver Invitational at Rochester Fair
Sept. 18 — Garden State Fall Classic Sale - The Meadowlands
Sept. 20 — Maine Breeders Stakes (Tuesday thru Friday) - Farmington Fair
Sept. 20 — Catherine Hussey Memorial - Rochester Fair
Sept. 21 — Frank Osgood Trot - Rochester Fair
Sept. 22 — Buddy Reed Memorial Pace - Rochester Fair
Sept. 22 — The Little Brown Jug - Delaware Ohio - world class three year olds
Sept. 23 — Governors Trophy Pace - Rochester Fair
Sept. 25 — Tri-Fair Classics - Cumberland Fair - three days
Sept. 27 — Maine Breeders Stakes - (Tuesday thru Friday) - Cumberland Fair
Oct. 1 — H.T.A. Art Show - Clubhouse at The Red Mile - Lexington, K Y
Oct. 2 — Kentucky Standardbred Sale - Lexington, K Y
Oct. 4 — Maine Breeders Stakes - (Tuesday thru Friday) - Fryeburg Fair
Oct. 4 — Tri-Fair Classics - Fryeburg Fair - three days
Oct. 8 — Old Glory Fall Mixed Sale - Yonkers Raceway, N .Y.
Oct. 9 — Lewiston Raceway Fall meet opener
Oct. 9 — Mt. Skipper Pace - Eld Keller Trot - Fryeburg Fair
Oct. 12 — Maine Harness Race Commission, meets and assigns Maine Fair dates
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Letters To The Editor
In Memory Of My
Dear Jean,Sunday, Aug. 14th, I had to put my beloved “King Ray” to sleep. It was the hardest decision I ever had to make. We would greatly appreciate if you would put the enclosed memoriam in the paper. We loved him so much.
Beloved “King Ray” ,
My Best Friend & Confidant, The Horse With A Heart As Big As He, May He Somewhere Be Pacing So Fast & Free. King Will Be Greatly Missed By Us All At Jo-Ray Stables,Earl & Susan Hilton
Advertising W orks....
Call Today And Plan Your Winter Promotional Program In Advance....To Take Advantage Of On The Scene Assistance!Tel. 207-282-9295 
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Harness Horse Youth Foundation
Scholarship grants totalling $12,000 
have been awarded to 16 applicants.
The winners include Denise Pasciuto 
of Jackson, New Jersey, $2,500 
C r i t c h f  i e l d - 0  v i a t t  m e m o r i a l  
scholarship and Christopher McErlean 
of Aldan, Pennsylvania, $1,500 Francis 
McKinzie scholarship.
The Harness Horse Youth Foundation 
M erit Scholarship winners are: 
Patricia Hogan, Edison, New Jersey, 
$1,000; T im othy O ber, Norfolk,  
M assachusetts, $1,000; Michael  
Williams, Westfield, Indiana, $800; 
Kristy Isley, Adrian, Michigan, $800; 
Paula Beard, AItamont, Illinois, $800; 
Joseph Asher, Wilmington, Delaware, 
$500; Dawn Paglia, Warren, Ohio, $500; 
Timothy Murdock, Deerfield, Michigan, 
$500; Ginger Reynolds, Watseka, Il­
linois, $300; Catherine McGilton, Mor­
ristown, Ohio, $300; Michael Cox,
Hamilton, Missouri, $300; Jean Reichle, 
Warren, New Jersey, $200; Charles 
Myrick, Coral Springs, Florida, $200.
The winner of the Robert E. Mairs, 
D.V.M., Memorial Scholarship is Diane 
Hudson, Wellington, Ohio, $800. This 
award is administered by the Agricul­
tural and Technical Institute of the Ohio 
State University.
Funds for these awards have been 
provided by tax-exempt memorial cq^  
tributions to the Francis McKinzie atm 
the Critchfield-Oviatt funds, contribu­
tions to the Foundation, and proceeds 
from the Annual Stallion Service Auc­
tion.
Requests for scholarship information 
or donations designated to either 
memorial fund may be mailed directly 
to the Harness Horse Youth Founda­
tion, 3386 Snouffer Road, Columbus, 
Ohio 43235.
Serving the S tandardbred S port in New England PINE TREE MIXED SALE
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Monday, October 17th Lewiston Raceway
10:30 A.M.
Auctioneer - William Mosher
Equipm ent Sells Before & After
To Submit Entries Call:
Harold Ralph, Pres. Or Clayton Smith, Mgr.
207-946-5514 207-846-5649
Come and buy a race horse for the fall m eet at Lewiston!
Obituary
MRS. PAULINE B. PITMAN, R.N.
DOVER, N.H. — Mrs. Pauline B. Pitman, R.N., 80, of 60 Long Hill Road, died 
Aug. 11, 1988, at the Maine Medical Center in Portland. She was bom Jan. 7, 
1908, in Easton, the daughter of Clifford E. and Minnie E. (Rideout) Bolster. She 
was educated in the Easton schools. She received her degree as an R.N. at what 
was known as the Eastern Maine General Hospital in Bangor, and then she 
received her degree as a Registered Anesthetist from Cook County Medical School 
in Chicago, III. She was a member of the First United Methodist Church of 
Rochester, N.H. For several years, Mrs. Pitman was employed as an Anesthetist 
at the Presque Isle General Hospital, and then for several years, she worked 
in that same department at Eastern Maine Medical Center in Bangor. Her last 
employment was as an R.N. at the Wentworth-Douglass Hospital in Dover, NH. 
She was the wife of the late Benjamin O. Pitman, who died Jan. 7, 1966.
Ben trained for over twenty years for the Col. W.J. Rowe Stable of Dover, N.H. 
He raced the eastern seaboard with such as Topsail and Wise Widower. After 
her husband’s death, Mrs. Pitman journeyed south to Pinehurst Training Center 
during the winter with her daughter, Bonnie, son-in-law Paul Battis and grandson 
Jeff Battis, who is the third generation of a racing family.
M .H .H .A .
Video Tape Contest Winners:
1st PlaceConstance Riechel And James Erbe — TRAINING TO WIN 2nd PlaceJeff Margerison — THE HORSE RACE 
3rd PlaceKaren Stevenson And Lenore Eheaume PREPARATIONS FOR A RACE
This program was conducted under the direction of Univ. of So. Me. 
professor, Kathryn Lasky and M.H.H.A.'s Carol Kivatitsky
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The Maine Standardbred/Breeders & Owners Association  
Wishes To Thank A ll Patrons W ho Purchased Stock A t T h e ....
sr
FOURTH 
ANNUAL SALE
AND TOExpress Appreciation
To All Those Who Participated In The Success Of This Endeavor,
Especially
Scarborough Downs Who Provided Location, Tent And Manpower.
Breeders Please N ote: Prices Of Maine-Breds W ere Up 30%  This Year!
Free breeding donated by Fernald Stock Farm to ROYAL REWARD (Songcan - Crown Velvet) won by Bill Thoms 
Free breeding donated by Cead Mile Failte Farm to SHERYL’S NUMBER (Albatross - Dancing Bretta) won by Barry Sansoucy
BIG D’S RACING PACKAGE won by Sherry Van Allen
Best Of Luck To One And A ll!
Ival R. Cianchette President Audrey A. Gerry Vice President Jean H. Childs Secretary-Treasurer
MY FAIR SUSAN W. Thoms, Eaton, NH A EMNANVELLE S. Childs, Portland, Me GAELIC DAWN Cass Farms Inc., Athol. MA GAELIC DRAGON N. Lamb, Lisbon Falls, ME MY BELL CHERYL N. Levi, Cornish, ME READY TO SPARK R. Zakian, York, ME FLY FLY REBEL F. Davis, Madbury, N.H.MY BILL JUDY D. Baker, Kingston, N.H.TROT FOR FUN Cass Farms Inc., Athol. MA ALL BRITISHR.W. Summer, Lewiston, ME SOMERSET FIREPOWERL. Pletcher, Hillsboro, N.H.MISS BRISTOLSlyline Inc., Cumberland Ctr., ME GAELIC LOVERSlyline Inc., Cumberland Ctr., ME GAELIC MERRY MORNM. Deslander, Island Pond, VT SHELLY’S POLKA DOT!*. Fletcher, Chelmsford, MA SLiiRT WITH CLASS C. Chambelin, Springvale, ME SOMERSET JILL Somerset Stables, Pittsfield, ME SUPERB BRAVE A.L. Ouirion, F.S. Stevens, Canaan, ME GAELIC NICCI M.S. Davis, Madbury, N.H.LIL’S MY GALW. McManeman, E. Livermore, ME
STANDARDBRED BREEDERS SALE
September 10, 1988 
Scarborough Downs Paddock
(Royal Reward/My Fair Princess)
(French Chef/Jinny Forwood)
(Keystone Tryst/Delcrest Barb)
(Tyler’s Brother/Dreamy Susan)
(My Bill Forwood/Fallon)
(Rebel Bret/Fire When Ready)
(Rebel Bret/Fly Fly Caprice)
(My Bill Forwood/Girl Friday)
(Royal Reward/Green. Bunny)
(Mr. Dalrae/Jinny Forwood)
The Fireball/Keystone Bunny)
(Persudable/Lou Can Tangle)
(Skip By Night/Lovely’s Miss)
(Skip By Night/Meadow Shining)
(George Allen/Michiana Poka)
(Larsen Lobell/Mighty Individual)
(Trusty Dream/Most Happy Jill)
(II Superbo/My Fair Princess)
(Ricci Bold Payster/Namahana 
(Royal Reward/Nanette Lothario)
GAELIN NUMBER ONE (Sheryl’s Number/Napolean’s Queen)Moody N Co. Racing Stables Moody, MEBELLE MY LOVE (Empire Larry/Phoebe Belle)E. Harrington & C. Farrington, Gardiner, ME DTNAMITE SON (TNT’s Bambino/Problem Child)R. Berry, Auburn, ME  ^ . •« . , ,
$300
$500
$800
$800
$4,100
$750
$700
$2,200
$2,200
$1,500
$1,600
$700
$1,500
$1,500
$800
$500
$4,700
$5,200
$l.250
$2,000
$6,750
$1,250
$900
TUFFY’S BEAUTY W. Hartt, Carmel. ME SONNET SPLASH R. Zakian, York, ME SAL S MY GALFernald Stock Farm, W. Poland, ME GAELIC TARDUS Kennebec Winsong Stable,Waterville, ME DANIELL’S CHOSEN D. Libby, Chester, ME GAELIC ARNELLE M. & F. Davis, Madbury, N.H. GAELIC CHRISSY C. & J. Marean, Standish, ME TIME TO STRIKE C. Chamberlin, Springvale, ME KEYSTONE HART B. Femald, W. Poland, ME SPEEDY SPLENDOR M. & K. Roux, Old Orchard Beach, ME DREAMY SUSAN P. Crane, Ellsworth, ME TOP SPINJ. Donovan, Chelmsford, MA AFTER ME PLEASE Mainely Racing Inc., Gorham, ME C’EST SHABU W. Thoms, Eaton, N.H.NAMAHAMA W. Thoms, Eaton, N.H.IVALF. Bickford, Gorham, ME BRUNO M.J. Defresne MIZ TW. Thoms, Eaton, N.H.CRESCENT JAZYA. Bulecza, Chicopee Falls, MA TRIGGER LOBELLP. Gerry, Gorham, ME SKY SONGW. Thoms, Eaton, N.H.NORTH SONG TRANER North Song Farms, Malone, N.Y MOUNTAIN HEATHERB. Femald, W. Poland, ME
J -  L-4
(Larsen Lobell/Romie’s Tuffy)
(Fleet Fury/Sonnet Maria)
(Empire Larry/Take The Gate) 
(Sheryl’s Number/Tourerelle)
(Keystone Tryst/Trick’s Song)
(Skip By Night/Armbro Whimsy) 
(Romano Hanover/Classy Schatzie) 
(Strike Out/Good Miss)
(Speed Bowl/Hopeful)
(Speedy Hanover/Pott)
(Adora’s Dream/Princess McKlyo) 
(Thorpe Hanover/Romilette)
(Escort/Another Bid)
(B.G.’s Bunny/Shandra)
(Tar Mite/Fairmeade Maid)
(Trusty Dream/Fiddlefoot)
(Trusty Dreams/Tootsie)
(TNT’s Bambino/Problem Child) 
(Cuckoo Clock/White Jazz)
(Oil Bumer/Tarport Lib)
(Bret’s Champ/Sky Lab O.B.) 
(Whitey’s Fella/Shadydale Air Baby) 
(Nero/True Freight)
$900
$1,300
$1,500
$550
$550
$5,100
$3,300
$250
$1,500
$1,400
$550
$875
$250
$600
$275
$800
$725
$250
$350
$525
$1,550
$650
$300
—
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Bangor Raceway Handle Up 13.8%
BY KEN WARD
Bangor Raceway and Bangor State 
Fair made money in 1988, lots of money. 
The Bass Park Committee heard the 
plus-side figures from Dale Theriault, 
executive director of the Bangor Parks 
and Recreation Department recently.
Theriault indicated to the committee 
that this past season produced a healthy 
13.83 percent parimutuel handle in­
crease or $536,939 in harness racing 
over 1987. AIter expenses, the net profit 
for harness racing amounted to 
$119,567.05.
From the state fair, revenues 
amounted to $625,494.50 over the 
$500,233.33 in expenses for a net profit 
of $125,261.17. Under an order issued by 
the Bangor City Council in 1987, when 
the city decided to operate the complex 
itself, 80 percent of the profit from 
harness racing and 50 percent of the 
profit from the state fair were to be 
allocated to facility improvement.
In addition, under new legislation 
passed by the 113th Legislature, facility 
improvement funds from the state were 
increased. This year, based on its 
increase in parimutuel handle, Bangor 
Raceway will receive approximately 
$60,000 in state-purse supplements for 
improvements in its racing plant.
Combining the totals of the council’s 
and state’s improvement allocations, 
approximately $155,650.00 will be avail­
able for capital improvements in 
1988-1989 at Bass Park that are directly 
related to harness racing.
This past season, Bangor’s improve­
ments were extensive. They included: 
replacing a new safety hubrail. in­
creased concessions equipment, a new 
track lighting system, a new track drag, 
a new telephone system, retrofitting a 
track water truck, and a new computer 
system.
Also: renovating cattle barns, one 
with 60 stalls, and another with 32 stalls 
for both cattle or horses; 14 new 
paddock stalls; two new terminals in 
the grandstand; two. terminals in the
beer garden; a First Turn Clubhouse; 
installing wires under the track and 
repairing the inside of a patrol judges 
stand.
Theriault, in his first full year operat­
ing both harness racing and the state 
fair, said the improvements were done 
under operating capital.
Theriault said he thought it would 
take a number of years for the payback 
of the improvements, but with in­
creased sales, the concession renova­
tions and equipment payback periods 
will be much shorter, he said.
Theriault told Councilor Bill England 
that building a clubhouse is something 
that will have to be addressed and given 
serious consideration.
Pat Blanchette, chairman of the 
committee, said the winter barn ran at 
a $27,000 deficit in 1987, partly because 
of increased sewer and water rates in 
Bangor. She said it has been almost five 
years since the winter fee schedule has 
been reviewed or any adjustments had 
been made.
The committee said its recommenda­
tion deadline to the city council for a 
decision on whether the city would 
retain or lease any part of the Bass 
Park operation was mid-September.
Theriault said the deadline for 
Bangor Raceway to file a application 
for racing dates for 1989 was the 
October meeting of the Maine State 
Harness Racing Commission.
“ Personally,”  Blanchette said, “ for 
the record and the recommendation I 
will make to the full council, is that we 
would be crazy to give away our gold 
mine.”  The council will decide the issue 
at its Monday, Sept. 12 meeting.
Theriault said among his “ wish list” 
for facility improvements at Bangor 
Raceway are: widening the race track 
and repairing the first turn; replacing 
the shadow fence with pressure-treated 
wood; completing the repairs on the 
barns; and finishing the waterproofing 
on the barns,___ _ ____________
Update On Use Of Drugs
The Maine State Racing Commission 
look a giant step toward enforcing its 
policy on positive drug tests. Two 
trainers who had horses showing 
positive tests have been suspended for 
30 days.
But, a new wrinkle was added.
For the first time, the horses that 
were found to have illegal substances in 
their systems were also “ set down”  for 
30 days. Additionally, the commission 
ruled that trainers must return the 
purse money, and are banned from 
being at any Maine race track for the 
30-day suspension period. The max­
imum penalty for illegal drugs is up to 
a one-year suspension.
At its commission meeting last 
Thursday in Augusta, commissioners 
metered out the hefty fines and 
suspensions.
Two rules in the MHRC rule book 
state that no race horse will have a 
trace of any drug in his system on race 
day, rather it be therapeutic or non- 
therapeutic. The other rule says that 
every trainer, by definition, is solely 
responsible for his horse and must take 
adequate care to make sure that nothing 
happens to that horse.
“ We are saying (that) we are not 
going to tolerate excuses anymore. If 
you make a mistake, the state of Maine 
law is precise, it says on race day, the 
horse will be clean, that no medication 
will be present,”  said George McHale, 
chairman of the commission. “ Ten 
percent of the people are causing 90 
percent of the problem.”
Those who say we have taken Lasix 
and Bute away are not telling the' 
truth,”  McHale said. “ We have taken 
nothing away. Horsemen may have a 
vet treat their horse with Bute or with 
Lasix, or anything the vet wants to use. 
The only thing the law says, is anything 
used to treat a horse may not be in his
system on race day.”
The state does not have a medication 
program, primarily because of cost, 
according to McHale.
“ In order to have a medication 
program such as Bute and Lasix, you 
must have pre-and post-race testing,” 
McHale said. “ You must have a million 
dollar mobile laboratory and you must 
have chemists on duty at every r ^ e  
track. In the states that have liie 
medication program, they have 
problems. The only safe way to go is no 
medication.”
McHale said the commission is not 
rewriting a rule, and that they had the 
authority all along. “ A point that should 
be made, and made strongly, is it’s the 
horsemen themselves who are coming 
to us and saying stop it,”  he said.
Every decision that the MHRC makes 
is subject to appeal through the Maine 
judicial system, McHale added.
McHale said the public should know 
two things when a horse goes to post.
“ First, that the horse is physically 
.ready to go and, second, that the driver 
will attempt to win. Bettors can handle 
some horses being better than others, 
getting a bad break or a bad post 
position. What they can’t handle, are 
horses that shouldn’t be out there. If a 
horse can’t go, then he shouldn’t go.
“ We made these decisions in concert 
with counsel. We believe we are within 
our rights to do what we did and we 
think we have the support of the 
industry.”
“ It may not completely wipe out the 
medication problem,”  McHale finalized 
“ but it sends out a message that we are 
going to attack the problem.”
The commission will hold a special 
hearing on four positive tests on 
Wednesday, Sept. 14. They will begin 
hearings on fair race dates on Oct. 12, 
and extended race meets on Oct. 20.
Track Topics
Garden State Sales Results The Real Dream That Can’t Be Achieved
(New England Purchases)
August 27 & 28
NAME COLOR/SEX/AGEMARTY JANE ch. m. ’77Robert E. Lussier, Fair Haven, Vermont 
RAINTREE’S ROCKIE b. m. ’78and COLT by TEMUJIN Robert E. Lassier, Fair Haven, Vermont 
ROMAN MISS ch. m. ’78Robert E. Lassier, Fair Haven, Vermont 
BOLD HOUR b. c. ’85Cead Mile Failte Farm, Greene, ME 
FIRST LORD b. g. ’85Perley E. Plante, Spofford, NH 
McCALL b. c. ’85Brenda Atomanuk, So. Walpole, MA 
NUKES TOO br. c. ’85Robert Prudenzano, Augusta, Maine 
PALPA b. h. ’82Sandra J. Sweeney, Braintree, MA 
HICKOK ROAD br. c. ’86Richard Poillueri, Stoughton, MA
BOWLEMALLDOWN b. c. ’85Richard PoUlucd, Stoughton, MA 
STONEY ALMAHURST b. c. ’85Ken Lyon, Agent, North AtUeboro, Mass. 
HOLIDAY MOUNTAIN b. h. ’82Tom Callahan, Lewiston, Maine 
INCREDIBLE FINALE br. h. ’83Tom Callahan, Lewiston, ME 
CLUNY ESCORT br. g. ’84Stephen O’Toole, Clinton, MA 
GENGHIS KHLN b. I. ’85Miles Frances, Veazie, ME
SIRE/DAM PURCHASER (Toodley Du-Spunky Baroness) PRICE800
(Keystone Pebble-Raintree’s Hope) 2,700
(Nero-Intense Hanover) 1,600
(Direct Scooter-Scarlet Almahurst) 6,200
(Sonsam-I Am First) 10,000
(Niatross-Reba Wave) 3,500
(No Nufces-Jacqueline Ann) 7,500
(Most Happy Fella-Tar Rocket) 4,700
(Temujin-Trubesta Hanover) 2,500
(Ralph Hanover-Mannart Royal Ann) 57,000
(Niatross-Sherry Almahurst) 14,500
(B.G.’s Bunny-Lana Hill) 11,500
(Shadow’s Finale-Queen Margie) 160,000
(Escort-Black Lace) 24,000
(Genghis Khan-Mindy Aire) 8,500
The medication issue is getting to be 
a sick joke for horse racing of all 
breeds.
R a c in g  c o m m i s s i o n s ,  racin g  
chemists, veterinarians, major stakes 
sponsors and racing people who should 
know better in this country have bent 
like willows in the wind before the 
pressures of horsemen who want 
nostrums, potions, lotions, medicines, 
boosts, aids, edges, and in some cases 
covering screens and masks to cover 
God knows what in racing their horses. 
All of a sudden virtually all American 
horses are bleeders and need Lasix, or, 
as Dr. Gary Lavin told the Jockey Club 
Round Table, any one of several 
diuretics that some trainers think can 
prevent bleeding, or in Kentucky any 
one of five different nonsteroidal, anti­
in f l a m m a t o r y  dr ug s ,  including  
B a n a m i n e  and Ib u p ro fe n  and 
Butazolidin, to keep them running.
Dr. Lavin was quoted as saying the 
terminology of this inventory of as­
sistance — the “ L ” s and “ B” s and so 
forth in the program to let the paying 
patrons know what’s going on — is not 
important because race day medication 
has always been a part of the sport. If 
he is right — and while we defer to 
medical knowledge we still respect 
common sense — perhaps we should 
simply list a big “ S”  behind a horse’s 
name in the program to indicate that he 
is racing on Something, and just toss 
that bone to the people who pay our bills
and let them gnaw on it and figure out 
what it means.
No one here is suggesting that horses 
should not have, or be deprived of, all 
the wonderful benefits of modern 
medical science to assist them in 
recovering from injury or illness. We 
are simply saying they should not run 
on them, or use them to cloud the issue 
of purity of performance or the use of 
more ominous substances, or raise 
souch doubts in the minds of racing’s 
patrons.
Dr. Lavin says hay, oats, and water 
is “ a dream we can never achieve,”  but 
John Nerud, Hall of Fame trainer and 
president of Tartan Farm, says he ran 
his highly successful stable by that 
dream for 50 years. Dr. Lavin called for 
a distinction between “ performance 
enhancing” and “ performing stabiliz­
ing”  medications. Sixteen years ago, at 
the national AAEP convention in Chi­
cago, HTA asked Dr. Lavin’s colleagues 
to come up with precisely such a 
definitive list, spell it out with certain­
ty, and then' stand behind it with 
f i r m n e s s .  The  truth is that  
veterinarians cannot agree on such a 
list, nor can the racing chemists, nor 
the experts who write and lecture on the 
topic, as conflicting testimony in court 
cases embarrassing to racing has 
proved over the years. That — not hay, 
oats and water — appears to be the real 
dream we can never achieve.
Friendly Face Sets State 
Record In Legislator By K.C. JOHNSON
Friendly Face (Speedy Somolli — 
About Face) turned in a dominating 
performance en route to capturing the 
fifth annual Legislator Trot, held at the 
Downs on August 28 and contested for 
an unprecedented purse of $30,000. 
Driven by Esa Lahtinen, the four-year- 
old shaved over two-and-a-half seconds 
off the track mark (a comparable 
r u c t io n  in the pacing record would 
have resulted in a 1:54 flat mile), and 
trotted the eighth fastest mile ever over 
a half-mile oval: 1:57.3.
In what was unquestioably the finest 
field of trotters ever assembled in the 
Pine Tree State, Friendly Face stood 
out as the horse to beat. A recent 
million-dollar purchase, the trotter had 
taken a lifetime mark of 1:54.1 at the 
Meadowlands, and had chased Mack 
Lobell home in the latter’s world-record 
1:56 mile at Saratoga. Even so, he was 
expected to be pushed hard by the likes 
of Jethro Lobell, Yonkers’ top trotter, 
Jersey Blizzard, the 1987 Legislator 
runner-up, and Solomon Hanover, 
Quebec’s premier trotter. Friendly 
Face ultimately would be tested, though 
it was a surprise horse that would do the 
testing.
As expected, Friendly Face went 
right to the top, though he was 
challenged briefly by Irving Mauran 
and longshot Willsboro Warrior in the 
opening eighth. They were past the post 
in 28 seconds flat (the fastest opening 
panel ever trotted at the Downs) when 
Lahtinen began easing things up slight­
ly, tossing in a 31.1 second panel to 
complete a 59.1 first half, a time
identical to the half-time in last year’s 
Legislator. At that point, however, 
Walter Case, Jr. wheeled local entry 
Indianapolis into the outside flow, and 
he drew alongside Friendly Face by the 
time the field had reached the 
clubhouse turn. Solomon Hanover 
followed him on the wide side, but it 
was clear by five-eighths that the race 
was between Friendly Face and In­
dianapolis. There was nothing to choose 
from past three-quarters in 1:28.3, and 
through Friendly Face saved a bit of 
ground around the final turn, In­
dianapolis remained in contention with 
less than an eighth to trot. The world- 
class speed of Lahtinen’s entry would 
prove to be too much, however, as 
Friendly Face accelerated home in an 
incredible 29 second final panel to win 
in 1:57.3, easily eclipsing Scotch Notch 
A .’s previous track record of 2:00.1. 
Indianapolis held second, beaten two 
lengths, while Jersey Blizzard was 
placed third after Solomon Hanover 
was ruled guilty of interference at the 
top of the stretch. The remainder of the 
field included Jethro Lobell, Wlllsboro 
Warrior, Lucious Almahurst, and Think 
Music.
As recently as 1987, a sub-2:00 mile 
on the trot at the Downs seemed a 
remote possibility at best; on August 28, 
a sub-2:00 mile of world-class speed 
recorded, but also four finishers were 
timed under 2:00. It was a sign of 
progress at the Downs, and also the best 
advertisement for Legislator Trot VI, 
scheduled for next August at the Downs.
Friendly Face and Esa Lahtinen celebrate 1:57.3!
New  England Sulky Championships
Elimination-Tuesday, Top 8 Will Race Friday
Colts & Geldings-Division I
1. B raggadoccio
2. Race Me Childsplay
3. Lavish Piper
4. Chezz
5. Steph’s Story
6. S.K. Defiance
1. Jsilvio
2. Heaven Sent Howie
3. Sody
Colts & Geldings-Division II
4. Race Me Golly Gee
5. Tarbaby’s Skipper
6. Gaelic Nike
N.E.S.C. 3 Yr. Old
1. Whata Leader
2. Breathless Sharlu
3. Katie Bar The Door
4. Winna Queen
5. Theola
Filly Pacers
6. Liberty Su
7. Somerset Dream
8. Cades Knight
9. Race Me Tara
N.E.S.C. 3 Yr. Old Trotters
1. Bravo’s Dream
2. County Belle
3. Monty’s Toddler
4. Osceola
5. Blurred Vision
6. Jet Man
7. Keno Bambino
8. Copter Pilot
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Morphy M iler and Dade Goodblood win Scartooroafii Trot
Caledonia Road, Murphy M iler 
Take Downs Late Closer Events
By K.C. JOHNSON
Caledonia Road and Murphy Miler 
captured the final top Stakes series 
finals at the Downs, even though neither 
was able to win a preliminary leg. Both 
won handily, however, when the money 
was down, easily winning lucrative 
finals on September 2 and August 21, 
respectively.
The Late Summer finals, which went 
for a purse in excess of $9000, was 
expected to be the crowning achieve­
ment for Laine V. and Walter Case, Jr., 
who had dominated both of the series’ 
preliminary legs, in contrast, Caledonia 
Road had been the seventh qualifier for 
the event. Statistics were meaningless, 
however, after draw day, as Caledonia 
Road drew the rall, and his three 
principal challengers — Laine V., One 
Last Blast, and Antoine — drew the 
five, seven, and eight holes. Leigh Fitch 
took advantage of this, hustling 
Caledonia Road out into the lead at 
once, and he was never really 
challenged after that. The opening 
quarter was paced in 29.2 with the field 
in post position order, while the hall 
was registered in 59.2. Around the 
clubhouse turn, Case moved the favored 
Laine V. to within a hall-length of the 
leader, but he lacked the pace to put any 
real pressure on Fitch after a 29.2 third 
panel completed three-quarters in 
1:28.4. Nor could One Last Blast, who 
was caught on the outside for most of 
the mile, nor could Antoine, who saw 
heavy traffic from the eight hole, do 
anything but watch Caledonia Road 
pace away late to a five-eighth victory, 
with longshot Cardinal Kash edging 
another longshot, Division Table, for 
second. The 1:59.2 mile was Caledonia 
Road’s second sub-2:00 win of the 
summer at the Downs **
his seasonal earnings to some $12,409 
for owners Ed Pinkham and John 
Lohnes.
If anything, Murphy Mller’s triumph 
in the $5000-plus fin a ls of the 
Scarborough Downs Trot series was 
even easier, as the John Connolly owned 
and trained entry demolished a field of 
nine by some sixteen lengths. All three 
of the legs were contested over sloppy 
or muddy ovals; all three produced 
upsets. The opening leg produced the 
biggest upset, as unheralded Kamikaze 
Tom stormed past the likes of Grandpa 
Harry, Summer Piny, and Frankenshew 
in the stretch to win in 2:07.1. Rain 
again dampened the oval for the second 
leg, as lightly-raced Major Leaguer and 
Don Richards Hashed an impressive 
three-wide move past three-quarters to 
demolish the field in 2:07.3. This set the 
singe for the finals; clearly an un- 
predicinble event was expected, and 
one occurred. Rain came again, and 
Grandpa Harry, leaving from the trad­
ing post, grabbed the lead past the post 
in 29.2. Tins finished his stamina for the 
mlle, and Richards moved Major 
Leaguer off the wood from second to 
assume command past the hall in 
1:01.1. Major Leaguer then pulled away 
and appeared headed towards an easy 
victory, when Goodblood pulled Murphy 
Mller into the ouinide How and began to 
home in. The margin was two lengths 
at the three-quarters, the duo was on 
even terms at the head of the lane, and 
then Goodblood’s entry poured it on in 
the stretch, winning in 2:05, the fastest 
mlle of the day after the rains arrived. 
Extreme longshot B .J .’s Starfire closed 
for second, while Sterling Crown rallied 
for third. The victory increased Murphy 
Mller’s seasonal earnings to some 
810.098.
Caldonia Road and Leigh Fitch annex Late Sommer Finals.
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Sidelines By YE ED
BONEFISH, exported to Sweden for the 1988 breeding season was discovered 
dead in his paddock at the Sjolunda Stud Farm. He serviced 120 mares during 
his first session abroad, before his untimely death.
Certainly is nice of FREEHOLD to honor ROOSEVELT’S season passes for 
the remainder of ‘88.
MALONEY & DICKERSON have pulled off the coup of the century by tying 
the Royal Stallion Stakes to the March of Dimes in a National Sweepstakes. The 
Million $ Event is scheduled for Garden State Park
Congratulations to recently married LEIGH FITCH and LORRIE FIELD o f' 
Groveville, Me.
Congratulations to DOUG GRAY on his 1500th win with Eagle Feather at the 
Topsham Fair.
HELEN GOSSON resigned her post as assistant to the race secretary at 
Scarborough Downs for a job at L.L. Bean with regular hours. (We appreciate 
your help in the past, Helen, and Good Luck in the future!)
The new tote system at SKOWHEGAN certainly contributed to the improved 
meet. The new display board with exotic wagering on every race saw patrons 
handled with speed and convenience.
In a recent telephone conversation MARK ROBINSON assured the Editor that 
the Foxboro lease had been signed by all parties. It now appears they will be 
aiming for a mid-October opener. It is appalling that Mike Dukakis doesn’t make 
some effort to help the horsemen. After telling farmers in the mid-West that he 
supports agriculture! Unbelieveable!
Many thanks to Portland Press Herald’s JAY BURNS for reporting and Sports 
Editor for printing the lead articles concerning recent Legislator Top President’s 
Pace at Scarborough Downs. Not only this but more ... a foliow-up story the day 
after to let patrons know the outcome of these classic races. Send a note of 
appreciation — this is a welcome change!
JOE RICCI cites lack of communication, weather, harrassment as some of the 
reasons for the disappointing meet at Scarborough Downs this year. Look for a 
top meet in ‘89 with constant attention to detali and the cooperation of all 
concerned.
At the WINDSOR FAIR on Labor Day they handled *239,227 with two sub 2:00 
miles, Plymouth Lus in 1:59.3 and French Major in 1:58.2
Laurence Osgood reports that many of the metropolitan drivers will be making 
their annual pilgrimage to the Rochester Fair ... this year to compete in the 
recently established BERT BECKWITH Memorial on Sunday, Sept. 18th.
THE TRI-FAIR CLASSICS
Pace For Four Year Olds
Sunday Sept. 18 At Farmington $2,500Sunday Sept. 25 At Cumberland $2,500Tuesday Oct. 4 At Fryeburg (Final) $3,750 Added
Final Est. $4,550Eligible Horses
Banknote Sharlu Mighty Ed
Bohemian Mcintosh Oak Tree
Hurricane Kid Persuadable Too
La Chief N Race Me Peek A BuPace Non-Winners $3,500 In 1988
Monday Sept. 19 At Farmington $1,700Tuesday Sept. 27 At Cumberland $1,700
Tuesday Oct. 4 At Fryeburg (Final) $2,500 Added
Final Est. $4,000
Bowled Over Plymouth Lus
Best Mark Romies Super Jet
Cody Lee Sudden Gale
Gaelic Commander Sharp Quills
Griffs Brode Skip WU
Governors Best Sassy Sandy Q
Henley Hanover Trusty Express
Hotline Lobell Thecond Brudder
Im Your Escort Tarquin Tempetation
Keliys Image Trusty Robyn
Kotton King Trusty Blaze
Limerick Flash Tiger Dennis
Miss K Port Trusty Parade
My Lucky Day The Ann
Perfect Morning Tank TeatherPace Non-Winners $4,500 Lifetime4 Year Olds And Under
Tuesday Sept. 21 At Farmington $1,500
W ednesday Sept. 28 At Cumberland $1,500W ednesday Oct. 5 At Fryeburg (Final) $2,500
Final Est. $2,955
A1 Shareyo On Target Bret
Banknote Sharlu Scarlet Ordeal
Hit N Run Set The Trend
Harmon Blue Chip Singapore Empire
Justa Go Snobby
Kims Tarbaby Tar Babys Skipper
Long Legged Mike
(List Is Subject To Corrections, Omissions And Additions)
On September 18th the Farmington Fair will kick off the newly instituted TRI­
FAIR CLASSIC with Cumberland and Fryeburg following up in their early fall 
series.
The list of prominent sports figures in harness racing grows daliy. Most recently, 
W AYNE GRETZKY bought shares in the promising filly Nero’s Ideal from Blue 
Liner Stables of Ontario.
Delaware North of Buffalo was recently selected by MAYOR RAYMOND L. 
FLYNN of Boston to build a $632 million sports arena to replace the Boston 
Garden.
The prominent distaff scribe CHARLOTTE M AURER of Harness Horse Inc. 
spent two enjoyable weeks in Maine recently. AIter a relaxing stint at Bustin’s 
Island she managed to incorporate a visit to Bangor, Lewiston, Windsor Fair and 
Scarborough Downs into her itinerary.
Welcome to the new race secretary, RICK KANE who is on the scene at 
Scarborough Downs for the remainder of the meet. Tom Kiley will now be his 
assistant.
in reviewing the racing scene at Scarborough Downs, a deserving “ well done!”  
should go to Paddock Judge BILL JOHNSON who handled all situations in a 
capable, professional manner.
Broodm are For Sale
PEG G Y  E D E N
p. 11, 2:00
Sire: Blastaway By Meadow Skipper 
Dam: Tar Eden By Tar Heel
This mare is a full sister to Blastaway Boy p. 1:58 and Lou 
Eden p. 2:00.4. Easy breeder, and good mother. Not bred in *88. Have too many mares.PRICE 8500.
Cali: Justaplain Farm Tel. 518-747-2384
New  England’s Largest 
Harness Purse
By BOB LOWELL
It was the biggest purse ever for New 
England harness racing. The year was 
1966; the event was the Atlantic 
Seaboard Final; the place was Suffolk 
Downs in East Boston; the purse a 
whopping $60,000.
The Atlantic Seaboard Circuit in­
cluded legs at Suffolk, Rockingham, 
Foxboro, Laurel and Rosecroft with a 
rotating final. Contested on Veteran’s 
Day in 1966, that year’s final brought 
together a tough field and some of the 
top drivers in the nation.
The winner was an eight year old 
gelding named Smokeover driven by 
Billy Haughton. in a ten-horse field, 
Haughton found himself parked out, but 
sat contented on the outside through the 
first three quarters.
With a quarter to go, Haughton just 
shook his charge and reeled off a 2:01.1 
victory over Suffolk’s half-mile track. 
Senator Burton finished second for 
Herve Filion and Skipper Gene third for 
Bucky Day.
Last season’s President’s Pace, a 
$50,000 event won by Stonebridge Skip­
per with Rejean Daigneault in the sulky 
ranked among the richest ever in New 
England.
But for some background about 
earlier rich purses, a telephone call to 
Tom Shehan, Hall of Famer and Dean 
of the New England writers, reveals
some interesting facts and anecdotes. 
Shehan, who was general manager at 
Hinsdale, New Hampshire, when that 
track hosted the $50,000 Gold Cup, says, 
that Readville, Massachusetts, had a 
$50,000 race in 1906.
It was hailed as a race for a fortune, 
Shehan, quoting a one time White House 
economic advisor, points out, “ That 
wasn’t baloney dollars.”
As a matter of fact, Shehan adds that 
the winner was sold to Russia for 
$50,000.
Before the advent of the starting gate 
which probably saved harness racing, it 
wasn’t beneath drivers to intentionally 
delay the start of a race. Shehan 
elaborates that it took an hour and a  
half to get a good start that day at 
Readville.
Then, there was the year that Allan 
Wilson of Windsor, Connecticut staged 
a $25,000 purse. Shehan says that Wilson 
was an amateur driver and went out and 
won the race himself.
Incidently, the Gold Cup at Hinsdale 
was captured by Waverly Nero and 
driver Francis Mahoney. According to 
Shehan, Mahoney grew up around 
Windsor. Shehan notes, “ Mahoney can 
drive a horse.” At Hinsdale, Mahoney 
just “ out-maneuvered” them and won 
in 1:57. .........................
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W hy Not Spend F all, W inter and Spring A t....
LEWISTON RACEWAY
• Racing Four Days A Week, October Thru May
• Newly Constructed Cinder Block Barns
Inside Wash Stalls Infra-Red Heating
Exterior-New Barns Interior-New Barns
12 Month Training Facility, January Thru December
Progressive Purse Structure
Late Closing Events • Invitational Events
N ew  England's W inter R acing C apital!!
Lewiston Raceway
Stall Applications Available By Mail Or At The Racetrack
Race Secretary-Don Knapton 
729 Main Street 
Lewiston, Maine 04240 
(207) 784-6457 Or 783-2204
★ ★ it ir + + + **ttttr*tt**tt*t**t*t ★★ ★ t t. t.t.t t *
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M arch of D imes 
Invitational Trot
November 17,1988
Harness Racing Benefiting 
March o f Dimes
International Trot: 
Director o f  Race: 
Purse:
Race Sponsor:
By Invitation 
Joseph
$1 M illion Est. 
Royal Stallions Stake
Funded by Percentage o f Donation 
Simulcast to 20 Satellite Tracks
How can I  help?
Call Brian Maloney or Gordon Dickerson 
717/343-5902
March of D imes1938 1988
50" '
ANNIVERSARY
M arch o f Dim es
“The March of Dimes Trot” This One Could Be Really Big!
A racing promotion tied in with the 
March of Dimes — one of the oldest, 
most successful and most conservative 
charities in the country — obviously 
carries very special opportunities for 
the industry. Brian Maloney and Gordon 
Dickerson, long involved in harness 
racing and most recently in the 
spotlight with their Royal Stallion 
stakes for the “ little man,” began 
toying with the idea of a million dollar 
charity race and sweepstakes several 
years ago. Maloney’s sister is a major 
player in March of Dimes activities in 
northeast Pennsylvania, and the two 
men took their idea to the Dimes 
national headquarters. The March of 
Dimes liked it.
So did Garden State Park president 
Bob Quigley and director of racing Joe 
DeFrank, who saw an opportunity to 
match up the two premier trotters in 
the world — Mack Lobell of the U.S. and 
Ourasi of France — along with eight 
other world class trotters for a purse of 
$1 million. A race date of November 17 
was established for the March of Dimes 
International Trot.
Just how big and how successful this 
unique pilot project turns out will hinge 
on the amount of charity donations 
made to the campaign. If $4 million is 
raised in $1 donations and contributions, 
the purse will reach the $1 million 
mark. There also will be a guaranteed 
$1 million, covered by an annuity 
already purchased by Maloney, in 
sweepstakes prizes distributed to win­
ning ticket holders based on the out­
come of the race. Payoffs to the 
winning ticket holders will be made 
over the next 30 years.
There will be 10 national prize win­
ners. All persons making at least a $1 
donation to the March of Dimes will 
receive a sweepstakes ticket, one half 
of which will be good for admission to 
Garden State or a local participating 
simulcast track on November 17, the 
date of the race. The other half will be 
mailed to the March of Dimes Invita­
tional Trot at Toms River, NJ, which is 
the headquarters of Broad Data, which 
is handling the tickets for Ventura 
Associates of New York, which in turn 
is handling the Sweepstakes for the 
March of Dimes. Maloney says Ventura 
has handled similar sweepstakes for the 
Readers Digest and also has the New 
York state lottery as a client.
Ventura will pick 10 winning tickets, 
which will be matched to the 10 horses 
in the Invitational. The person holding 
the ticket matching the winning, horse 
will receive $400,000; the second place 
finisher $150,000; third place $100,000; 
and fourth thru tenth place finishers 
$50,000 each.
In addition to those sweepstakes 
winners, each track that simulcasts the 
March of Dimes Invitational will share 
equally in a separate sweepstakes 
satellite pool — 10% of all donations 
going into the master pool — and each 
track will have one sweepstakes winner 
of its own on race night, that winner 
receiving the entire equal share pool at 
that track. All “ satellite” winners, 
therefore, will receive the same
amount, and since all donation tickets 
carry a free admission to those tracks 
on race night, Maloney feels the event 
could produce the largest single night 
cumulative attendance ever.
During the first year “ pilot program” 
test of the concept, percentages will be 
on a sliding scale to cover purse, 
expenses. The satellite pools and the 
March of Dimes, which of course will 
be the principal beneficiary. After 
expenses and funding of the purse, the 
March of Dimes share ultimately will 
rise to as high as 80% of the donations. 
If the project flies as hoped, the race 
could become one of three major fund 
racing activities of the March of Dimes, 
along with its Walk America program 
and the corporate solicitation plan.
As for the race project itself, dona­
tions will be solicited on three levels: 
at Garden State and other race tracks 
thru the sweepstakes donations; thru 
mailings by many of the 300 divisions of 
132 chapters of the March of Dimes 
nationally; and thru private and corpor­
ate contributions. One of the first of 
these was a $25,000 donation by Hans 
Enggren, a prominent and highly suc­
cessful Pennsylvania harness horse 
owner and breeder who has played a 
major role in the early planning of the 
project.
Maloney says pledges to the program, 
from private and corporate sources, 
already total $575,000, including Eng- 
gren’s contribution, before the first 
sweepstakes ticket has been offered. 
The first tickets and a “ How To” kit are 
scheduled to be mailed next week.
Maloney says details of support by 
and affiliation with a major nationally 
corporate sponsor also could be made 
as early as next week, and he is 
optimistic that television contracts also 
will be in place shortly for the race. 
Mack Lobell has been committed to the 
race by owner Lou Guida, and arrange­
ments continue with Ourasi and other 
European stars. As for track participa­
tion, Maloney says a proposed approach 
is for tracks to acquire $10,000 of 
sweepstakes donation tickets and then 
offer them to their patrons on the basis 
of one ticket for each $1 donation to the 
March of Dimes birth defects program. 
He calls the project “ state-of-the-art 
fund raising” and says, “ I think it’s 
important for the industry to un­
derstand what it has here. It’s up to 
harness racing to do something with 
this. We have to prove to the March of 
Dimes that we can do this. It’s un­
fortunate that in this industry, so often 
many people want to wait and see what 
happens before they get involved.”
March of Dimes executive vice presi­
dent Ed Fike, poster child Quinn Carpet 
and Earle Palmer Brown, former HTA 
and N A H R M A  presiden t w hose  
Washington advertising firm will han­
dle advertising, marketing and PR for 
the race, were present at the Garden 
State press conference announcing the 
project. Also involved, although not at 
the conferene because of previous com­
mitments was golfer Arnold Palmer, 
national chairman of the March of 
Dimes this year.
Rem em brances Of Rooney
By TOM SHEHAN
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His years, all 87 of them, were resting 
lightly on his shoulders when Art 
Rooney was struck down on Aug. 25th 
in his native Pittsburgh by a combina­
tion of heart attacks and a stroke. Art 
Rooney was a “ hand-shake-kind-of-a- 
guy” whose life was marked by a 
humane attitude toward his fellow man, 
his daily devotion to his maker, and a 
reputation for integrity second to none.
Yet, remember, all of his life Rooney 
was a gambler, and gamblers trad­
itionally do not pursue the standards of 
life which characterized that of the 
Pittsburgh native. While Art was more 
widely known for the four NFL Super 
Bowls that his Steelers were involved 
in, horsemen everywhere owe him a 
debt of gratitude. Back in the sixties 
when I was the first executive secretary 
of Harness Horsemen International. 
Rooney was involved in the ownership 
of Liberty Bell and Keystone Park in 
Pennsylvania. Those were the days of 
the rather heated purse distribution 
battles between several tracks and the 
Harness Horrsemen’s International, 
then led by David P. Buck son, a 
horseman who at that time was also the 
Attorney General of Delaware. HHI’s 
very aggressive program to increase 
purse distribution was an embarrass­
ment to a few among the horsemen who 
related more to their own selfish 
interests than they did to those of the 
horsemen in general. Consequently, 
they attem pted to establish the 
plausibility of their own neutrality of 
villifying HHI’s tactics and Buckson’s 
leadership.
However, I had known Rooney since 
my days as the publicity man for the 
Boston Shamrocks Football team, 
which was then a farm club for his 
Pittsburgh team in 1938, and he picked 
up the phone on more than one occasion 
and checked out with me the criticisms 
being directed at HHI and Buckson. It 
also helped, of course, that Rooney had 
raced a stable of thoroughbreds and had 
been a member of the Horsemen’s 
Benevolent & Protective Association, 
the National Thoroughbred Horsemen’s 
Organization, and had kept abreast of 
the purse disputes on that side of 
ra cin g ’ s fence by reading The 
Horsemen’s Journal, which I had 
published and edited for 15 years before 
joining the HHI.
Rooney finally told me that he would 
not sign a purse distribution contract 
with the P ennsylvania H arness  
Horsemen’s Association unless it joined
Harness Horsemen International. Nor 
did he. He was adament in insisting that 
the PHHA throw in with HHI. 
Somewhat reluctantly, they did at the 
last possible moment, but were warmly 
welcomed. Their presence in the HHI’s 
ranks meant that HHI had every impor­
tant group of harness horsemen in this 
country and Canada listed as members.
Shortly afterwards Rooney invited, 
President David P. Buckson and I, to be 
his guests for dinner and a night at the 
races at Liberty Bell. The date we 
settled upon happened to coincide with 
one of those historic meetings between 
Adios Vic and Bert Hanover in which 
Vic upset the dope by beating Bret.
It was a very pleasant and exciting 
evening and we were quite flattered 
that Art asked us our opinions of severl 
things planned for the future operation 
of Liberty Bell. For example, I re­
member that he asked me what I 
thought of having messengers circulate 
among the players in the clubhouse to 
save them the necessity of going to the 
windows for their wagers. My reply was 
that the temptation confronting the 
messengers to book a few bets instead 
of turning them in at the windows was 
too much for mere humans to bear. 
What had convinced me was my dis­
covery while employed on the staff of 
Hialeah many years before, that 
Hialeah’s Chief Messenger had a larger 
and more expensive home on Florida’s 
Gold Coast than either President John
C. Clark and General Manager Sam 
McCormick of Hialeah. AIter enjoying 
a laugh on that one, Art Rooney called 
Liberty Bell’s general manager and 
chief counsel over to his table and asked 
me to repeat my remarks. Needless to 
say Liberty Bell never engaged any 
messengers.
The Rooney family is no longer in the 
picture in Pennsylvania, but operates 
harness racing at Yonkers Raceway in 
New York, dog racing in Green Moun­
tain Park in Powna, Vt. and West Palm  
Beach in Florida. Tim Rooney, who 
runs Yonkers, has also bred and raised 
several good standardbreds at Art’s old 
Shamrock Farm in Maryland, where 
Art bred and raised some good runners 
when he had his own racing stable.
Yes, Arthur Rooney was probably the 
last of the “ hand-shake-kind-of-guys”  
who went through life with his word as 
his bond. It renews our faith to think 
that he acquired so much of the world’s 
goods while doing it.
The individuals behind the March of Dimes Invitational Sweepstakes Trot, (1 to 
r) Gordon Dickerson R.S.S. vice pres., Joe DeFrank GSP Dir. of Racing, G.P.S. 
Pres. Robert Quigley and Brian Maloney Pres, of R.S.S.
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September 15th Thru 
September 25th, 1988
Rochester Fair
BER T BECKWITH  
MEMORIAL
Driver Invitational
Sunday, Septmeber 18th
FeaturingBruce Ranger 
Gary Kamal Billy Faucher Dave Pinkney Jr.
Jim Doherty John Hogan Vinnie Copeland
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 15th FAIR OPENS 4 P.M .
7:45 P.M. Pari-Mutuel Harness Racing - Featuring New Hampshire 
Sweepstakes Race -
The Alfred (Bucky) Day Memorial P a c e .................................
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16th - KOST FM 96.7 DAY
7:45 P.M. Pari-Mutuel Harness Racing - Featuring New Hampshire 
Sweepstakes Race & “The Ted Langdell Memorial Pace” .
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17th - YOUNG AMERICA DAY
1:45 P.M. Pari-Mutuel R a c in g ................................................................
7:45 P.M. Pari-Mutuel Harness R ac in g ....................................................
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 18th - MISS ROCHESTER FAIR DAY 
1:30 P.M. Pari-Mutuel Harness Racing featuring Bert Beckwith Memorial
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 19th - SENIOR CITIZENS DAY  
All citizens over 65 yrs. admitted for $1.00 until 6 P.M.
7:45 P.M. Pari-Mutuel Harness Racing - New Hampshire Sweepstakes 
R a c e ..................................................................................................
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20th - LADIES DAY, W OODSM EN’S 
__________________ & ROCHESTER GARDEN DAY_____________
(All Ladies Admitted For $1.00 Day & Evening)
7:45 P.M. Pari-Mutuel Harness Racing Featuring All Women’s Drivers 
Race "The Catherine Hussey Memorial” . .
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21st - FAMILY DAY 
3-6 YORKY BEAR WILL BE ON GROUNDS
Reduced Admission Adults $2.00 until 6 P.M.
7:45 P.M. Pari-Mutuel Harness Racing - Featuring “ Frank H. Osgood 
Trot” ................................................................................................
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 22nd - WOKQ DAY
7:45 P.M . Pari-Mutuel Harness Racing - Featuring “The Buddy Reed 
Memorial Pace” ...........................................................................
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23rd - FUTURE FARMERS DAY 
(Future Farmers Agricultural Events)
7:45 P.M. Pari-Mutuel Harness Ring - Featuring New Hampshire Sweep- 
stakes “ First Lady’s Race Pace” & "Governor Trophy 
Pace” ..............................................................................................
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24th - 4-H DAY
(Reduced Prices On Rides 10:00 A .M .-6:00 P.M.) 
8 Bicycles Given Away
1:45 P.M. Pari-Mutuel R a c in g ......................................................
7:45 P.M. Pari-Mutuel Harness R acing ......................................
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 25th - DEMOLITION DAY & 
LITTLE MISS ROCHESTER DAY (KOST AM 9:30)
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1988 Leaders In Harness Racing Maine Drivers On National Scene
(Complied By U.S.T.A.-September 1, 1988)
Rank Sts. W P Leading Money-Winning Horses s Pet. Earnings
1. Matt’s Scooter (3yopc) 16 7 5 2 $1,231,1612. Runnymede Lobell (3yopc) 13 11 1 0 1,088,5783. Armbro Goal (3yotc) 10 8 1 0 925,2084. Kassa Branca (2yopc) 10 4 2 1 625,1025. Mack Lobell (ath) 13 2 0 1 619,0786. Camtastic (3yopc) 12 10 1 0 571,0207. Squirter (3yopc) 20 10 3 2 553,2818. Concertina (2yopf) 11 3 6 0 495,5789. Firm Tribute (3yotc) 10 5 2 1 488,737
10. Armbro Global (3yopc) 12 5 4 Leading Money-Winning Drivers
2 478,681
1. John Campbell 1,819 403 289 218 .350 $7,907,4222. Bill O’Donnell 1,506 259 192 179 .282 5,178,9573. Herve Filion 2,959 577 433 428 .325 3,479,293
4. Michel Lachance 893 138 108 107 .262 3,211,3535. Jack Moiseyev 2,081 346 296 254 .286 3,004,957
6. Joe Schwind 2,383 321 300 311 .248 2,970,7397. Ben Webster 1,302 162 154 125 .222 2,600,6588. Doug Brown 1,399 243 192 153 .286 2,488,2989. David Magee 1,435 277 191 172 .307 2,378,57710. Donald Dancer 1,426 245 192 Leading Dash-Winning Drivers 199 .293 2,211,4721. Herve Filion 2,959 577 433 428 .325 $3,479,2932. John Campbell 1,819 403 289 218 .350 7,907,4223. Walter Case, Jr. 1,516 387 222 172 .374 554,1534. Jack Moiseyev 2,081 346 296 254 .286 3,004,9575. Leigh Fitch 1,412 326 246 221 .380 355,968
6. Joe Schwind 2,383 321 300 311 .248 2,970,7397. David Magee 1,435 277 191 172 .307 2,378,5778. Peter Wrenn 1,446 261 220 212 .314 1,098,8559. Bill O’Donnell 1,506 259 192 179 .282 5,178,95710. Gary Mosher 1,496 246 183 184 .273 1,635,289
For Sale
TR O TTIN G  B R O O D M A R E S
Blythe Countess - Thirteen year old brown mare 
(Speedy Count - Swift Colby - Colby Hanover) 
In foal to DESERT NIGHT (Fee Paid)
Foal eligible for nomination to N.J.S.S. and Royal 
Stallions Stake
Price *2,000M
MISS ARK - Two year old bay filly (Kawartha Mon 
Ami - Blythe Countess - Speedy Count)
Broke, trained to 2:25. Suffered cosmetic cut, stopped 
with. Train or breed.
Price *1,000*#Pair for *2 
Contact: IRISH MEADOW FARM
P.O. Box E Dunmore, PA 18512 Evening (717) 961-0806
Broodmare For Sale
In Foal To Top Maine Sire 
BEST JEFFREY
PR ETTY  PLU M BER
(Coral Ridge-Countess Lynn-Tarport Count)
Out of four foals old enough to race
• All have raced
• A ll have records
If interested call: 207-985-3854
lllllllltllllllllll|ll!|lti|l|l|l|l|lll|l|lt!|lll|l|l|l|!|l|l|l|!|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|lll|lll|l|l|l|||l|<|l|l|l|||ttl||||||||||)||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||f||DK|||||||||||||
Notice
Breeders please contact the editor at 207-282-9295 if you are planning 
to advertise your stallion(s) for the upcoming season. I will be doing stallion photography in early October, so please plan accordingly if you 
expect to take advantage of this opportunity.
K.C. JOHNSONBy
The latest figures released by the 
USTA show that three current or 
form er Downs driving cham pions in the 
top tw elve in national driving standings. 
W alter Case, Jr. currently occupies 
third p lace in the national standings 
with 406 v ictories  this year (through 
Septem ber 4 ), Leigh F itch  holds down 
fifth with 333 trips to the w inners’ 
c irc le , and G ary M osher, now racing 
prim arily at the m etropolitan  tracks in 
N ew Y ork , right now is tw elfth  with 246 
triumphs in 1988.
M osher’ s p erform ance throughout 
the year has been im pressive, and he 
has established h im self am ong the 
upper eschelon at the nation’ s toughest 
half-m ile circu it. M osher w as the lead­
ing dash driver at the R oosevelt spring 
m eet, and currently is second at 
Yonkers to H erve F ilion  at the current 
Yonkers m eet with 67 Y onkers wins 
through August 22. The 1983 Downs 
driving cham pion also is a regular in the 
top races at Y onkers and elsew here; he 
was third in the prestigious finals o f  the 
B reeders ’ Crown for aged pacers at 
Scioto with Curragh, w ho was also a 
finalist in the G eorge M orton Levy 
Free-F or-A ll early -c loser at R oosevelt.
F itch, m eanw hile, though it appears 
as if he w ill not capture his fifth 
consecutive Downs driving title, is w ell 
on his way tow ards another 400-plus 
v ictories season. The F ox has 240 wins 
at Scarborough through Septem ber 6, 
and recently  added a late closer  finals
win with Caledonia R oad to his list o f  
Stakes v ictories . F itch  had 62 wins in 
August, and currently leads the likes o f 
Bill O ’Donnell, C hicago great D ave 
M agee, and Joe Schwind in the national 
d rivers ’ standings.
Case continues his incred ible pace 
which should see him  b ecom e the first 
Scarborough team ster ever to w in over 
300 wins in a single season. In addition 
to his im pressive drives in the 
Legislator Trot and the President’ s 
P ace , Case captured 91 wins at 
Scartx>rough in August, an all-tim e 
record  for  wins in a single m onth at the 
Seaside Oval. He presently trails John 
Cam pbell fo r  second p lace  in national 
d rivers ’ standings by only tw o wins, and 
should have a good chance at catching 
the sport’s leading m oney-w inner last 
year within the next m onth — Case took 
22 ra ces  at Scarborough in the first six 
nights o f  Septem ber alone. C ase ’s 
num bers fo r  the current Scarborough 
m eet are staggering, and particu larly  
astonishing is ins p erform an ce  since 
July 1. in  that tim e, Case has trium phed 
146 tim es at Scarborough, an average in 
excess  o f 2.5 v ictories  per program .
The present top tw elve dash driver 
nationally include: H erve F ilion  (580), 
John C am pbell (408), W alter Case, Jr. 
(406), Jack  M oiseyev (356), Leigh F itch  
(333), J oe  Schwind (330), D ave M agee 
(280), P eter Vann (266), B ill O ’Donnell 
(260), B row n (251), T erry  C arr (248), 
and G ary M osher (246).
Parker Closing In On ‘ ‘3000”
M ONTICELLO — in  the backstretch  
he’s known as “ Z eke”  and on the race  
track h e ’s aw esom e. H ardly a night 
goes by at M onticello R acew a y  without 
him  winning a race. And there are m any 
evenings when he wins 2, 3 or even 4 
races on a single program . As o f Sept. 
1st, B illy Parker, Jr. needs just 25 m ore 
drives to jo in  a very  e lite  group o f 
harness reinsm en who have tallied 
m ore  than 3000 wins in their careers .
Parker began the 1988 cam paign with 
2855 v ictories winch ranked him  the 44th 
winningest d river o f a ll-tim e in the 
Standardbred sport. Currently “ Zeke”  
is M onticello R a cew a y ’s lead in g  re- 
insman, a fam iliar position he finds 
inm self in no m atter w here he com ­
petes.
Originally from  Sanford, M aine, B illy 
won his first ra ce  at the Presque Isle 
M aine F air at age 17 back in 1970. Later 
that decade he would b ecom e the 
perennial driving leader at Lew iston 
R acew ay and Scarborough Downs in his 
native Pine T ree State.
But it w asn’ t until he hooked-up with 
Colen M osher at F oxboro  R acew ay in 
M assachusetts, in 1980, that he gained 
som e national attention. That year 
P arker’s 266 wins ranked him 10th 
nationally. The follow ing year, Parker, 
capturing ins second consecutive driv­
ing title at F oxboro, tallied a season 
total o f 337 v ictories , 4th best in the 
nation, in  1983 he again reined suprem e 
at the B ay State’s R acew ay.
The follow ing year Parker m oved  his 
base o f operations to M onticello 
R acew ay, and, you guessed it, he 
captured the dash title here that year. 
That season, also, ins 315 driving 
v ictories ranked him  9th nationally. And 
again in 1985 “ Z eke”  w as the m ightiest 
at the M ighty M and the 14th winningest 
driver in the Uinted States.
Splitting the 1986 season between 
M onticello R acew ay and Saratoga Har­
ness he didn’t have enough v ictories  at 
the M ighty M  to take the dash title.
H ow ever, P ark er ’ s .396 universal driv ­
ing average w as tops in that depart­
m ent.
Last year Parker raced  solely  at 
Saratoga finishing second in both wins 
and driving average. Upon ins return to 
the Sullivan County oval tins season — 
he arrived  a m onth a fter the opening — 
B illy spotted then leading driver K yle 
D iB enedetto som e 25 v ictories . But 
now, Parker leads all reinsm en here. 
E arly  leader D iBenedetto, in som ew hat 
o f  a slum p o f  late, has 59.
“ W henever h e ’s in a ra ce  h e ’s a 
threat to w in ,”  says track announcer 
H oward Oil who happened to be the ra ce  
ca ller in M aine when P arker w as 
setting record s there. “ I be lieve  h e ’s as 
good as John C am pbell o r  B llly 
O ’Donnell and M onticello is lucky to 
have a d river o f his ca lib er com peting 
h ere .”  -
At age 35, Parker is now in ins 19th 
season in the sulky. During that tim e his 
charges have earned in excess  o f  $3Vi- 
m illion . But one stat that perhaps tells 
ins story best is P ark er ’s lifetim e 
uinversal driving average (U D R ). in  
a lm ost 15,000 trips to post B llly has a 
universal average o f  .330. When you 
consider that, in a lm ost the com parable  
am ount o f drivers, John Cam pbell has 
a U D R  o f  .308 and B illy O ’Donnell 
ca rries  a .309 average m aybe H oward 
Oil is right.
But fo r  the m ost part when the 
average m etropolitan area  racing fan 
m entions the nation’s top drivers, 
P ark er’ s nam e is usually never in­
cluded.
M aybe it ’ s because he rarely  c o m ­
petes at the m a jor  racew ays.
“ It ’ s not that I ’m  uncom fortable 
racing at the b ig  city  tracks ,”  he says, 
“ it ’s the tim e when I ’m  not racing that 
bothers m e. I don ’t en joy  the c ity  life. 
I guess I ’m  a country boy at heart. Y ou 
can take the boy out o f the country, but 
it ’ s hard taking the country out o f  this 
b o y !”
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Winsong Krystal (M y Bill Forwood - Barba Lobell) driven by Dave Ingraham
has drawn attention to the first crop  o f this stallion.
M aine Stakes Notes
B Y  JEAN EMERSON
To date there have been 32 tw o year 
old (from  the original yearling list o f 
223) M aine eligibles w ho have m ade 
points racing. L oca lly  this approx­
im ates 14.3%, on a national level it was 
tabulated at 11.2% in 1987. M aine is still 
the only state that does not split purses 
when it splits divisions.
Trusty D ream  is the leading sire o f 
M aine stakes winners in 1988, how ever 
as a first year sire M y Bill F orw ood  has 
been outstanding. The co lt, M y Bill Zak, 
and the filly , W insong K rystal, have 
been m ost im pressive. If they com e 
back strong as three year olds, the 
stallions reputation will be ascertained.
The stallion that, in m y opinion, has 
been overlooked by serious breeders is 
Skipper Knox. W hether this is from  lack 
o f publicizing or  from  sim ple oversight 
is im m aterial, the fact is he has proven 
him self in spite o f  the odds. This year 
he lays cla im  to Chinbro K noxvel p.2, 
2:00.1h. If m y list is co rre ct this is the 
only eligible product o f the stallion in 
1988! I wonder how  m any m ares he bred 
the past tw o years?
K eystone Tryst leads all Maine trot­
ting stallions. A noticeable quality, the 
offspring are  rea l gutsy. He should be 
standing where he would be m ore 
a v a ila b le  to  th e  m a in s tre a m  o f
breeders.
Trot-m aster, Arnold M iles, who 
trains and drives his own, has won in 
both tw o and three year old divisions 
this year.
Donnie R ichards has pulled ahead o f 
G ordon C orey by a safe m argin  this 
week. It appears he has a w inner on 
every level. Chinbro K noxvel is paid up 
and eligib le to the regional final o f  the 
R oyal Stallion Stakes for a reported 
*60,000 (plus) a tR osecro ft this fall. G et 
ready to roll. Donnie!
In the three year old divisions the 
pacing-bred trotter B ravo ’s D ream  
(w ho hearkens back to grandam  D ixie 
Kat, another pacing-bred trotter) is top 
point getter fo r  Bill Loubier.
P acing filly , Theoia, has resum ed her 
winning w ays for  the Corey-Susi com b o  
and appears m uch the best (if  it doesn ’t 
rain).
The co lt division is the m ost co m ­
petitive with the top four contenders 
continually jockeyin g for position. At 
W indsor it w as B on ’s B oy, you can flip 
a coin  at Scarborough.
W e’re  winding down now with F arm ­
ington, Cum berland and Fryeburg on 
the agenda be fore  the finals at 
Lewiston.
HARNES
Stanley F. Bergstein, Executive Vice President
ACKS 
f AMERICA, INC.
President Signs Licensing Bill Into Law
The U.S. Senate unanimously passed 
the Pari-M utuel L icensing Sim plifica­
tion A cton Aug. 11 and the legislation 
was signed into law  by President 
R onald Reagan on Aug. 22.
Originally introduced by R epresen­
tatives Larry Hopkins and R on M assoli 
o f  Kentucky and H arley O. Staggers Jr. 
o f  W est Virginia, and joined  by 108 co ­
sponsors, the bill had passed the House 
three days earlier. M itch M cConnell o f 
Kentucky sponsored the bill in the 
Senate along with 27 co-sponsors.
When the bill takes e ffe c t  next year, 
a prospective licensee will only be 
required to file  on fingerprint card, 
regardless o f how  m any jurisdictions he 
or she seeks to work in. Currently, 
license applicants are required to file 
separate fingerprint cards for each o f 
the states requiring fingerprint records.
The A ssociation o f R acing C om ­
m issioners International is working on 
the application form  that w ill be used, 
w hile seeking input from  racing com ­
m issions a cross the country. The FB I 
will have to approve the fingerprint 
card. Applications will be processed  
through the RCI.
“ This is a landm ark bill as far as 
racing is con cern ed ,”  said RCI P resi­
dent H arry Buch. “ It shows what the 
industry is capable o f doing when it 
w orks together.”
Hopkins praised past RCI president 
Jay Spurrier for his e fforts  in lobbying 
national support for the bill. He also 
gave cred it to Tom  Aronson o f the 
A m erican  H orse Council and N ick 
N i c h o l s o n s  o f  t h e  K e n t u c k y  
Thoroughbred Association for the sup­
port o f their organizations. R acing 
com m issioners and industry leaders 
from  throughout the country a lso de­
serve cred it for their assistance.
The broad bi-partisan support o f  the 
legislation is reflected  in the fa ct that 
it passed both houses under suspension 
o f rules, a rare occurrence.How Good Is Track Operated OTB?
Death, doom  and defeat have a 
fascination for  m edia. The dem ise o f 
R oosevelt R acew ay, for exam ple, 
produced an orgy  o f off-the-cu ff cla im s 
about the value o f the property, alm ost 
certain ly inflated but quoted quickly 
w ith o u t  s u b s t a n t ia t io n , and  i r ­
r e s p o n s ib l e  c h a r g e s  a b o u t  th e  
m otivaiton for its closing, reeking of 
red herring diversion but printed with 
relish regardless o f source.
This p iece o f good news about harness 
racing, so it is less likely to titillate the 
fancy or com m and space. It is about a 
track operated betting parlor in Chicago 
that is so successfu l it had to be 
tem porarily closed  to provide m ore 
space for its custom ers.
The site is the first downtown Chi­
cago  location opened by Inter-Track 
Partners, a consortium  o f Sportsm en’ s 
Park, M ayw ood Park, Hawthorne R ace  
Course and B alm oral Park. It was 
opened only last month, a cross the 
street from  Sears Tow er, the w orld ’ s 
tallest building, and on its best day — 
August 5 — it handled $114,722 on the 
runners at Hawthorne in the afternoon 
and $61,733 on the harness horses at 
M ayw ood that night, despite the fact 
that the area is virtually deserted a fter 
business hours. That total o f $176,455 
w as bet with only 3,000 o f the cen ter ’ s 
planned 18,000 square feet o f space 
open, on one floor , with no rest room  or 
dining facilities. This lack o f am enities,
com bined with the crush o f business, 
led the partners to decide to c lose  the 
operation and reopen next month, when 
it w ill be com pleted  and ready to handle 
the financial d istrict crow ds that have 
been gathering there. “ We want to 
serve our guests in a first class m an­
n er,”  the partners announced, elated 
that the average nightly harness handle 
was $43,761, com pared  to the $48,363 
being w agered nightly at the com pleted  
and stylish teletheater, being operated 
by the consortium  in R ock ford , 90 m iles 
northwest o f Chicago. Perhaps m ost 
encouraging o f all was the report from  
P eoria , southwest o f C hicago, where 
daily harness race  betting was exceed ­
ing thoroughbred play, 52% to 48%, with 
$34,346 a night to the runners’ afternoon 
figure o f $31,445. At R ock ford  the 
runners are outhandling the trotters and 
pacers 58 to 42%, and overall running 
action has a 53-47% edge.
By year ’ s end it is expected  that 8 o f 
the 14 authorized track-operated o ff­
track facilities in Illinois will be in 
operation, including a second downtown 
location  in Chicago. Judging from  the 
potential o f the first, based on its one- 
sixth capacity  perform ance, it appears 
a daily increase o f $1 m illion a day in 
pari-m utuel turnover is not unlikely in 
Illinois when the system  is fully 
operatinal. and so far the betting 
appears increm ental, with relatively  
little im pact on-track.H.T.A.’S Art Auction On Horizon
M ore than 5,000 full co lor  catalogues 
are in distribution this w eek for H TA ’s 
eleventh art auction, held annually at 
the Red M ile in Lexington in con junc­
tion with the fall grand C ircuit race 
m eeting and yearling sales at Tat- 
tersalls and Fasig-Tipton.
One hundred tw enty-five artists sub­
m itted m ore than 400 slides o f harness 
racing subjects earlier this sum m er, 
and a screening com m ittee  reduced the 
num ber to 88 works that will be
exhibited in the R ed M ile clubhouse the 
w eek o f Sept. 26 and sold Saturday 
m orning, Oct. 1, at auction in the 
Tattersalls sales arena.
The strong cadre o f top artists that 
has been developed since 1976, along 
with extrem ely talented new com ers to 
the com petition, have produced works 
expected  to set a new HTA record . All 
proceeds over expenses this year will go 
to the Hall o f  F am e o f the Trotter and 
Trotting H orse M useum  in Goshen, NY.
Congratulations to Charles Joseph Smith’s MY CLASSY LADY
p.l:59.4 taken at Scarborough Downs.
Chinbro Knoxvel (Skipper Knox - Touch of Velvet) guided by Don Richards now From: ERNIE THE BLACKSMITH Tel. 207-282-3131 
holds the title of fastest two year old Maine-bred. ---------------------------------------- -- “Have Shoes Will Travel” ____________________
<(M ainefs  Blue R ibbon ”
OCTOBER 4th thru OCTOBER 9th 
The Fantastic
FRYEBURG FAIR
Once Again 
F ea tu res....
Sunday, Oct. 9
the Mountain Skipper Invitational Pace 
with a purse of $6,000 
Ed Keller Memorial Trot going for $3,500 
and the West Oxford Agricultural Society 
Driving Championship.
Infield betting
Lucky loser drawings each day 
United Tote computer betting system
Racing’s Faithful To Make
Jug Pilgrimage BY BOB LOWELL
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They’re off! in the 1987 Brown Jag with Jaguar Spur the whiner.
Y O U N G  M E A D O W  F A R M
August 28, 1988
Going to the Little Brown Jug is more 
than a trip.
It’s a pilgrimage by the faithful fans 
and horsemen and women to Delaware, 
Ohio, racing’s rural shrine. This year’s 
43rd renewal of the classic is scheduled 
for Thursday, September 22nd. The race 
has really evolved into a festival; and 
it’s one of a kind.
There is nothing like it! Local fans 
chain lawn chairs to the backstretch 
fence months in advance. Plane loads 
arrive in nearby Columbus. Motels are 
sold out more than a year in advance. 
Campers pay forty bucks to set up for 
Jug day alone, while others sleep in 
their cars in the parking lot.
With Jug banners draping above the 
streets all over town, excitement flows 
through the town like adrenaline. Signs 
in store fronts simply say, “ Gone to the 
Jug.”
Hailed as the fastest half-mile track 
in the county, the red clay surface is 
fast, but a fair track. There are no 
lights and no club house, but few of the 
40,000-plus fans will care. They get to 
see the best three year olds in the world 
and the best of the world’s drivers.
For the drivers it’s the ultimate. 
Driving a colt in the Little Brown Jug 
is scaling the heights. Herve Filion, who 
won the classic in 1971 with Nansemond 
and 1979 with Hot Hitter, once told the 
Northeast Harness News, “ It’s an honor 
just to parade a horse in the Little 
Brown Jug.”
William “ Buddy” Gilmour, who has
driven in ten Jugs, said that he goes 
every year whether he’s driving or not.
The $450,000 Jug is the main attrac­
tion, but there are several top stakes 
highlighting the week of Grand Circuit 
racing. On Wednesday, September 21, 
The Jugette, the companion stake for 
three year old fillies, has an estimated 
purse of $200,000 this year. Other events 
include the Ohio Breeders Cham­
pionships, The Standardbred two year 
old trot ($65,000): the Walnut Hall two 
year filly trot ($57,000): Walnut Hall 
two year old filly pace ($58,000); Old 
Oaken Bucket three year old trot 
$56,000); Standardbred two year old 
pace ($98,000); and the Buckette three 
year old filly trot ($62,000).
The nemesis can be the weather. 
Director of racing Tom Thompson once 
told the Northeast Harness News, “ We 
live or die with the weather.”
One year when rains swept through 
the Ohio Valley and threatened the Jug, 
was 1965, the year Bret Hanover was 
victorious. Curley Smart was the track 
master at that time and he had the 
surface scraped and the race went off. 
Incidently, Smart finished second to 
Bret with Tuxedo Hanover.
This year’s Jug is shaping up as 
another great contest. With 215 colts 
eligible, two of the headliners are last » 
season’s two year old of the year 
Camtastic, and Albert Albert, who won 
last year Standardbred Pace at De­
laware, who spells double trouble.
Sales Results
NAMEYOUNG PLANETD. Marshall. Saratoga Springs, NY YOUNG COUNT R. Hall. Groveton, N.H.
YOUNG DAISY 
L. Hayes, Foxboro, MA YOUNG VELVET R. Wood, Arlington, VT YOUNG SUPPLYD. G. Marean, Standish, ME YOUNG MAGNETL. & A. Carley, So. Royalston, MA MIA MAKCAMILUON 
Signa O. Buck, Westminster, VT YOUNG SATELLITE R. Guerrini, Foxboro, MA YOUNG KATHY W. Morshead, Foxboro, MA UNNAMED YEARLING W. Marshall. Harrisville, RI YOUNG BARBARA B. Mattison, Saratoga, NY YOUNG JAGUAR F. Cosentino YOUNG ROSS R. Maguire, Dracut, MA YOUNG SUEE. Malinowski, Greenfield, MA YOUNG MASTERA. Card, Billercia, MA YOUNG BARONR. Hall. Groveton, N.H.YOUNG BULLETP.G. Perry St., Hampstead, N.H. YOUNG MINKN. Malin, New Braintree, MA YOUNG SEASCAPE Dr. A. Savran, Cream Ridge, NJ YOUNG CHANCE L. Burris, Westfield, MA TUFTS RAVENS. B. Gilmore, Gardner, MA TUFTS DEAREST STARN. Taft, Manchester, VT YOUNG APRILD. Marshall. Saratoga Springs, N.Y. 
YOUNG SCHOLART. Dickie, Shaftbury, VT PLAYGIRL BLUE CHIPJ. & E. Helenuis, Derry, N.H. QUEENLY JOY S. Rosen, Pomfret, CT 
LOU AYERS
R. Giggie, Andover, CT 
HADLEY BELLES. Gilmore, Gardner, MA INVITE ME IN
Lindon Farm, Standish, ME OOPS A DAISY 
W.E. Dunn, Brookfield, MA PARENTAL CONSENT D. Silanskas, S. Easton, MA DREAM ON D. Gaines ROAD SERVICE
D. Dufresne, No. Chelmsford, MA MERRY YOUNG V.A. Wheeler, Hudson, MA LADY ETTES.B. Churchill. Orleans, VT MERYL SUE J. Gulya, Withman, MA ATA KAREN
J. Hassapelis, Hinsdale, N.H. RUDDINGTON RINKLER. Arventos, Wilbraham, MA PHELUPL. Pickett, Wrentham, MA PETAL PUSHER Lindon Farm, Standish ME POMELLALindon Farm, Standish, ME HALLVIEW BREEZE
K. Murray, Sharon, MA TUITION FREEK.W. Perry, S. Easton, MA
SIRE/DAM PRICE(Charo’s Skipper/Playgirl Bluechip) $600
(Copter Lobell/Miss Count Gallon) $800
(Charo’s Skipper/Daisy Duke N.) $1,200
(Money Supply/Queen Towner) $600
(Money Supply/Oops A Daisy) $1,600
(Copter Lobell/Ann More) $1,000
(Money Supply/Angela Mia) $800
(Money Supply/Starlene Hanover) $1,100
(Charo’s Skipper/Foolish Bid) $900
(Money Supply/Ata Karen) $900
(Flak Bait/Keystone Goody) $2,700
(Charo’s Skipper/Road Service) $1,000
(Charo’s Skipper/Life Story) $2,000
(Money Supply/Cythiana Hanover) $1,700
(Tyler’s Brother/Random Elbe) $1,300
(Charo’s Skipper/Sweet Bar) $2,300
(Charo’s Skipper/Miss Star Bullet) $1,500
(Money Supply/Sable Coat) $1,500
(Incredible Nevele/Keystone Lilith) $2,700
(Charo’s Skipper/Little Kathy Byrd) $2,100
(Cavalcade/Queenly Joy) $600
(Dear Star/Lady Ette) $1,000
(Money Supply/Maville Hanover) $2,200
(Charo’s Skipper /Tuition Free) $1,800
(Most Happy Fella/Preditar) $900
(Thorpe Hanover/Queen’s Girl) $900
(Ayres/Godiva Hanover) $300
(Big Towner/Miss Maybelle) $300
(Steady Star/Dream On) $1,400
(Storm Damage/Ata Happy Oop) $1,000
(Brisco Hanover/Bye’s Pamela) $800
(Worthy Boy/Dream Girl) $200
(Happy Motoring/Mariposa) $900
(Puppet/Blanca) $800
(Lehigh Hanover/Sparkling Star) $800
(Tempered Yankee/Fulla Spunk) $1,200
(Airliner/Tarport Joan) $300
(Governor Skipper/Ruddington Tarby) $900
(Laura’s Skipper/Miss Belle Court) $800
(Precious Fella/Echobrook Rose) $1,400'
(Brand New Fella/Pomstar) $500
(Trenton/Mini Yankee) $400
(Sonsam/Dear Angie) $1,400
For Sale
TROTTING YEARLINGS
IRISH BRENT M. - Bay Colt (White Plains - 
Tela Vive - Speedy Rodney)
IRISH BABE M. - Bay Colt (White Plains - Irish 
Katie M. - Ayres)
Here are two well breed colts who are staked to make money. Eligible to: Royal Stallions Stake, Bloomburg Fair, Mass. Sires Stake, New England Sulky Championship, and the PA. Fair Circuit.
One of these colts is out of a mare who already produced a National Season’s Champ on a half mile track. The other colt is out of the same family as Megabucks 4,1:57’ ($168,553), Ebony Crown 2,2:013 and Ata Doug 5,1:58’ (European Mark)
Don’t forget, no trotting colts participated in the Royal Stallions Stake from District #1.
Price *5,000M each or O^OO** for pair.
For more information, pedigree and history of colts contact: 
IRISH MEADOW FARM 
P.O. Box E 
Dunmore, PA 18512 
Phone: Day (717) 344-1718 
Evening (717) 961-0806
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“ How The Old H orse Won The B et”
r
BY OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES
IEditor s Rote: this Oliver Wendell 
Holmes (1809— 1894) was the poet 
father of the well known Oliver Wendell 
Holmes who served as a judge of the 
Supreme Court of the U.S. for 28 yearn.I
Twas on the famous trotting-ground, 
The betting men were gathered round 
From far and near; the “ cracks were 
there
Whose deeds the sporting prints declare: 
The swift g. m., Old Hiram’s nag,
The fleet s. h., Dan Pfeiffer’ s brag,
With these a third — and who is he 
That stands beside his fast b. g.?
Budd Doble, whose catarrhal name 
So fills the nasal trump of fame,
There too stood many a noted steed 
Of Messenger and Morgan breed;
Green horses also, not a few, — 
Unknown as yet what they could do; 
And all the hacks that know so well 
The scourgings of the Sunday swell.
Blue are the skies of opening day;
The bordering turf is green with May; 
The sunshine’s golden gleam is thrown 
On sorrel, chestnut, bay, and roan;
The horses paw and prance and neigh, 
Fillies and colts like kittens play 
And dance and toss their rippled manes 
Shining and soft as silken skeins; 
Wagons and gigs are ranged about,
And fashion flaunts her gay turn-out; 
Here stands — each youthful Jehu's 
dream —
The jointed tandem, ticklish team!
And there in ampler breath expand 
The splendors of the four-in-hand;
On faultless ties and glossy tiles 
The lovely bonnets beam their smiles 
(The style’s the man, so books avow: 
The style’s the woman, anyhow);
From flounces frothed with creamy lace 
Peeps out the pug-dog’s smutty face,
Or spaniel rolls his liquid eye,
Or stares the wiry pet of Skye —
O woman! in your hours of ease 
So shy with us, so free with these!
“ Come on! I’ ll bet you two to one 
Ml make him do it!” “ Will you? Done!”  
What was it who was bound to do?
I did not hear and can’t tell you, — 
Pray listen till my story’s thrdugh.
Scarce noticed, back behind the rest,
By cart and wagon rudely prest,
The parson’s lean and bony bay 
Stood harnessed in his one-horse shay — 
Lent to his sexton for the day.
(A funeral — so the sexton said;
His mothers uncles wife was dead.)
Like Lazarus bid to Dives’ feast,
So looked the poor forlorn old beast; 
His coat was rough, his tail was bare, 
The gray was sprinkled in his hair;
Sportsmen and jockeys knew him not, 
And yet they say he once could trot 
Among the fleetest of the town,
Till something cracked and broke him 
down, —
The steed’s, the stateman’s, common lot! 
"And are we then so soon forgot?”
Ah me! I doubt if one of you 
Has ever heard the name "O ld Blue,” 
Whose fame through all this region rung 
In those old days when I was young! 
"Bring forth the horse!” Alas! he showed 
Not like the one Mazeppa rode: 
Scant-maned, sharp-backed, and shaky- 
kneed,
The wreck of what was once a steed. 
Lips thin, eyes hollow, stiff in joints;
Yet not without his knowing points.
The sexton, laughing in his sleeve 
As if t were all a make-believe.
Led forth the horse, and as he laughed 
Unhitched the breeching from a shaft. 
Unclasped the rusty belt beneath,
Drew forth the snaffle from his teeth, 
Slipped off his headstall, set him free 
From strap and rein — a sight to see!
So worn, so lean in every limb,
It can’ t be they are saddling him!
It is! his back the pig-skin strides 
And flaps his lank, rheumatic sides;
With look of mingled scorn and mirth
They buckle round the saddle-girth; 
With horsey wink and saucy toss 
A youngster throws his legs across,
And so, his rider on his back,
They lead him, limping, to the track, 
Far up behind the starting-point,
To limber out each stiffened joint.
As through the jeering crowd he past, 
One pitying look old Hiram cast;
“ Go it, ye cripple, while ye can!”
Cried out unsentimental Dan;
"A  Fast-Day dinner for the crows!” 
Budd Doble’s scoffing shout arose.
Slowly, as when the walking-beam 
First feels the gathering head of steam, 
With warning cough and threatening 
wheeze
The stiff old charger crooks his knees, 
At first with cautions step sedate,
As if he dragged a coach of state;
He’s not a colt; he knows full well 
That time is weight and sure to tell;
No horse so sturdy but he fears 
The handicap of twenty years.
As through the throng on either hand 
The old horse nears the judges’ stand, 
Beneath his jockey’s feather-weight 
He warms a little to his gait,
And now and then a step is tried 
That hints of something like a stride. 
"G o !” — Through his ear the summons 
stung
As if a battle-trump had rung;
The slumbering instincts long unstirred 
Start at the old familiar word;
It thrills like flame through every limb — 
What mean his twenty years to him? 
The savage blow his rider dealt 
Fell on his hollow flanks unfelt;
The spur that pricked his staring hide 
Unheeded tore his bleeding side;
Alike to him are spur and rein, —
He steps a five-year-old again!
Before the quarter pole was past,
Old Hiram said, "H e ’s going fast.” 
Long ere the quarter was hall,
The chuckling crowd had ceased to 
laugh;
Tighter his frightened jockey clung 
As in a mighty stride he swung,
The gravel flying in his track,
His neck stretched out, his ears laid back, 
His tail extended all the while 
Behind him like a rat-tail file!
Off went a shoe, — away it spun,
Shot like a bullet from a gun.
The quaking jockey shapes a prayer 
From scraps of oaths he used to swear; 
He drops his whip, he drops his rein, 
He clutches fiercely for a mane;
He’ll lose his hold — he sways and 
reels —
He’ll slide beneath those trampling 
heels!
The knees of many a horseman quake, 
The flowers on many a bonnet shake, 
And.shouts arise from left and right,
'Stick on! Stick on!”  “ Hould tight! 
Hould tight!”
“ Cling round his neck and don’ t let
g o  —
That pace can’ t hold — there! steady! 
whoa!”
But like the sable steed that bore 
The spectral lover of Lenore,
His nostrils snorting foam and fire,
No stretch his bony limbs can tire;
And now the stand he rushes by,
And "Stop him! — stop him!” is the cry. 
Stand back! he’s only just begun — 
He’s having out three heats in one!
"D on ’ t rush in front! he’ ll smash your 
brains;
But follow up and grab the reins!”
Old Hiram spoke. Dan Pfeiffer heard, 
And sprang impatient at the word; 
Budd Doble started on his bay,
Old Hiram followed on his gray,
And off they spring, and round they go, 
The fast ones doing “ all they know.” 
Look! twice they follow at his heels,
As round the circling course he wheels. 
And whirls with him that clinging boy 
Like Hector round the walls of Troy; 
Still on, and on, the third time round! 
They’ re tailing off! they’ re losing 
ground!
Budd Doble’s nag begins to faill 
Dan Pfeiffer’ s sorrel whisks his tail!
And see! in spite of whip and shout. 
Old Hiram’s mare is giving out!
Now for the finish! at the turn,
The old horse — all the rest astern — 
Comes swinging in, with easy trot;
By Jove! he’s distanced all the lot!
That trot no mortal could explain;
Some said, "O ld  Dutchman come 
again!”
Some took his time, — at least they tried, 
But what it was could none decide;
One said he couldn’t understand 
What happened to his second hand; 
One said 2.10; that couldn’t be —
More like two twenty two or three;
Old Hiram settled it at last:
"The time was two — too dee-vel-ish 
fast!”
The parson’s horse had won the bet;
It cost him something of a sweat;
Back in the one-horse shay he went; 
The parson wondered what it meant, 
And murmured, with a mild surprise
And pleasant twinkle of the eyes,
"That funeral must have been a trick, 
Or corpses drive at double-quick;
I should't wonder, I declare,
If brother Murray made the prayer!”
And this is all 1 have to say 
About the parson’s poor old bay.
The same that drew the one-horse shay.
Moral for which this tale is told:
A horse can trot, for all he s old,
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
Summer Stats
Friendly Face set a new track record of 1:57.3 on the trot on August 28th
Michaels All Star lowered the track record on the pace to 1:56.3 on August 6th
To date there has been a total of 62 miles 2:00 or better — and 164 miles 2:01 or better
Scarborough D ow ns S till A
Downs Club Dining Reservations ... Call (207) 883-3022 Between 3-5 p.m
Cut A bove The B est!
